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THEORErICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE GROWTH TO FLASHOVER

OF COMPARTMENT FIRES

by

P. H. Thomas

SUMMARY

An approximate theory of the growth to flashover of fires in compart

ments is described for those situations where there are no effective breaks

in the continuity of the fuel. The essence of the theory is the assumption

that the instantaneous rate of spread depends on the surface temperature of

the fuel. It is shown that heat loss through the walls is of negligible

importance on the heat balance and that the gas temperature may be regarded

as responding immediately to changes in the burning rate. It is not

sufficient however to regard the gases as uniformly mixed and the effect of

stratification appears important. The observed differences between the

behaviour of compartments fully lined with fibre insulating board and only

half lined - upper walls and ceiling being brick, is consistent with the

view that the fuel is heated by radiation and that because brick heats up

more slowly than fibreboard it does not begin to reradiate heat to the fuel

surface so soon.

The calculations demonstrate the importance of the thermal properties

of the walls and ceiling etc., in determining the rate at which the fuel

surface itself rises in temperature, and so controlling the fire growth.



THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE GROWTH TO FLASHOVER

OF COMPARTMENT FIRES

by

P. H. Thomas

1. INTRODUCTION

When fire is spreading in a compartment several physical and chemical

processes are occurring simultaneously and it must be expected that the

relative importance of these processes in controlling the rate of spread,

rate of temperature rise et c , , differs at different stages of the spread.

It is known, for example, that small fires in compartments, like fires in

the open, burn freely, that is to say, there is no restriction on the air

supply other than the exchange processes in the flame itself and the gases

immediately surrounding it. On the other hand once fire has spread so

that all combustible surfaces are contributing flammable volatiles and gases

the fire is said to be "fully-developed" and unless the windows are large

such fires are usually controlled by the rate at which air can enter the

openings which become the main restrictions to the air flow.

but this term Ls impre~se and it is

it is used to mean different things in different contexts.

This paper discusses

it is "fully-developed".

culminate in "flashover"

a theory of fire growth up to the point at which

Customarily, this period of growth is said. to

possible that

Certainly just

prior to all the combustible surfaces being contributors to the fire one

observes one or more of the following features:-
-.

1.

" 2.
......

3.
4.

An accelerating rate of spread.

Rapid rises in temperature.

Emergence of flames from openings.

Fall in oxygen or rise in carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
concentrations.

These are clearly interrelated and usually occur at about the same time.

In some fires however, where the windows do not fallout quickly, fire may be

air limited before all the combustible surfaces are contributing to the fire

and only when the windows finally fallout does the fire spread rapidly and

flames emerge. On the other hand if the windows are large and open the

fully developed fire is not air limited and "flashover" can only be associated



with the emergence of rlames or the complete involvement of. all combustibles.

There is thus more than one kf.nd or ·"flashover"~ This paper discusses only

one or these.

Ir a fire can spread, because the separ~te combustible materials are

close enough to each other, it is capable eventually or involving all com-

bustible surraces. Normally, however, a rire in the open eventually reaches

a relatively constant rate of spread and does not exhibit any acceleration

after the very early stages. In compartments however the temperature or

the gases rises and the temperature of the combustible surfaces away from

the combustion zone increases. Ir, eventually, it rises to the ignition

temperature or the combustible one may expect the rire to spread at a very

high rate and, if the fully-developed fire is window restricted, it will

quickly pass into this stage, and all the f'eatur-es listed above will appear

to occur simultaneously. It is this kind of fire behaviour that appears to

be best described by the word "f'Lashovez-" and perhaps gave rise to it and

it is this that we shall discuss.

The assumptions and approximations that will be made are admittedly

drastic and oversimpliry the problem, but they are t hought to embody the

main features of the phenomenon. The theory gives reasonable numerical

results ror two extreme cases and is orrered as a first approximation.

2. THEORY OF "FLASHOVER"

We shall make alternative assumpti~ns about the mixing or the gases in

the compartment.

(1A) It is nrst aasumed that the convected heat is uniformly

mixed in the compartment, thus permitting the use of a mean

temperature for the gases. This assumption is shown to be

inadequate even by the standards or this rather approximate

treatment and we have to adopt an alternative, ·viz., that

(1B) the convected heat is uniformly mixed in a hot layer which

lies above the cold air ent ering the compartment. This will

be seen to be better.
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(2) We assume also that the whole. of the surface of anyone.·

of the materials in the compartment, fuel or insulation,

is at a uniform temperature which differs from one material

to another but not in position(except where there is

stratification and then we distinguish between those parts

of a material in the hot layer and those below i·e). A

simplifying assumption about the relation between the rate

of spread and the fuel surface temperature is required and

this is that

(3) the instantaneous rate of spread is given by

dR
dt =

D

~f
(1 )

where R is the rat e of heat output and is proportional to the

instantaneous burning rate so that dR/dt is proportional

to the rat e of spread) 'ff. is the rise in temperature of

the fuel· surface at a distance from the combustion zone I

D is a constant proportional to a rate of spread when 1}Jl' = 0.1

e f is the ignition temperature for the fuel surface.

This assumption embodies

spread when I}r f approaches

assumption has to be altered

the concept of an infinite rate of

e f though as we shall show below this

for mathematical convenience to a form

which does not embody this feature as an assumption.

With the modification the rate of spread eventually increases

exponentially with time and it is convenient to adopt the .cat e constant

of this exponential increase as a measure of "flashover" time.

D and e f may be regarded as being dependent on the flammability oft

the materials in the compartment and clearly this is more appropriate

if only one material is involved as fuel.

2.1 The ideal case of no conduction into the walls and fuel

We shall show below that it is reasonable to neglect the rate of

heat accumulation J cVde/dt compared with the heat loss r: c< e

where / is gas density

c is gas specific heat

V is compartment volume

e is mean gas temperature

- 3 -



and oL is the volume flow per sec through the window which for

simplicity is taken as independent of temperature,

A simplified heat balance then gives

=

=

R

El

We note in passing that although we have treated I and 0<.. as

independent of temperature their product is less dependent than either

term.

Equations (1 ),(2), and. (3) then give

'-

dR =Cit

From equation (4) we obtain

de
dt

D

Dt

so that
1 - JI - (6)

Only the smaller root has a~ physical significance here, we then have

€l = €lf when t has it 5 largest value with any

This isphysical meaning.

t
jJ e 0( 8;

2D

2.1.1. Alternative spread equation

For the general treatment following we have to abandon

equation (1) and find some suitable linear relation between dR/dt

and Y f· It is proposed to use

: = D (1 +' 1Jt)
where m is a disposable constant of order Elf

With '11 equal to €l this gives
D,t.

g = e Pc ot'l11 _
m

- 4-
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and S is Sf when

t = tJf '" ( 10)

m can now be chosen to give 'the same tf' as equation (7)

2.1.2. The use of' the Laplace Transf'orm

We now return to the more general case where we do not omit

the term I e V de. The heat baIgnce equation then becomes
deI e Ii: e -r Ie Vjf =- ~

The condition of' perf' ec t iIisulat'ion 'give II ,

and we use ,the spread equation in the f'orm

dR = D (1 + '\14) = D(1 + §.)
~ m m

It will be convenient f'or the development of' the theory to use the

Laplace Transf'orm to solve these equations. Denoting the Laplace

Transf'orm by the ~tation t» t

JZf = l'p -:: de
o

we have, with S = -w = 0 at t = 0

-.
(11 )

"
'~"- The denominator has only one positive root which we denote by p0

and £'rom Laplace Transform theory it follows that the inversion

leads to S containing a term proportional to -e r. !: all other,
terms being constant or tending to zero at long times (see

Appendix I).
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We have from equation (11)

( 12)

..(13)

we can
p.. t.

term in 8 for long times is ...e-

.>";>

characteristic time for the rate of rise of
o<.'l-LCJ'l1

at high values of q:;V tends to

we shall by comparison with equation (9) define'

If

Because the strongest

consider '/f:>o as a

8. Because _ Yp-o
P(tJ>/WA

( 14)

The above treatment exhibits the feature tbet one root of the

denominator in the transformed variable is positive and from this

we can obtain t f t• This is general in the subsequent de~~lop

ment and is the essential feature of this theory. It is not

necessary to exploit this f'eat ure in the above case because the

expression for 8 is relatively simple, but as we shall see, the

inclusion of more than one material and the allowance for heat

transfer from one surface to another by radiation and from the

gases makes the corresponding expression exceedingly cumbersome.

It is a considerable simplification to use the expression only

to find f 0 and hence define YPo as t f e • This

procedure neglects the coeffici~nts of the exponential term in

the expressions for ~ and e when invert 00. The

significance of this is discussed in Appendix I.

In general it is possible to obtain the complete term containin~

(/..t
the exponential ~ from the calculus of residues but the

remaining terms, which are not considered here in detail, but

which may not always be negligible, generally involve the

computation of infinite integralso

J.

- 6 -



A mathematical model based on equation (1) would give

inf'inite rates of' spread i.e. "f'lashover" at some f'inite time.

Equation (8) does not exhibit this f'eature and the existence

of' a positive root Po only' means that the.temperature rises

exponentially with 1<ime, approa~hing large; but not iniinite,

values in a f'inite time. ltf. however, does reach Sf' in a

f'inite time and the use of' t n = I/po g. I\Iv1.. = 0.40 Sf

corresponding to an appreciable rise in the exponential, does

make the two models give equal values of' t~ , in the one

extreme case of'

A numerical example
'2

For a 3m cube with a window 4 m the value of' 0< is of'

order 4 m3/s and ;;- is 1/13.5 s-1 , ! is conveniently

taken as 1.3 kg/m3, since f'or most of' the growth period the ....
3 -1 0 -1

temperature is low rather than high, c is 10 J kg .C
.. 0"

and Sf' is 300 C.

• • ~ "1 x 1C/ joules.

An order of' magnitude estimate f'or . D can be obtained. as

f'ollows.

In cubes with one side open the burning is never limited., '

by the size of' the opening and the f'ire spreads to involve ~ll

the fuel. When f'lames just. emerge the burning rate can be

obtained f'rom the equation1

2
L = 400 (m") /3

where L is the f'lame height in cm, here 300 em

and m' is the rate of' burning per unit width of' opening .Ln
'-1 '-1

g cm s

i.e. the burning rate is 0.19 k€'/s

This develops after about 10 min and if' a calorific value of'

16 x 103 J/kg is taken we have'

=• •

D =
2

5,200 J/s

l.~.f)( 10-'3>

- 7
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We shall see lat er that a value of about twic'e this is necessary

if numerical agreement is to be obtained in two practical extreme

cases.

Clearly

an approximation we employed earlier and will do so subsequently.

It is equivalent to

The inequalities

steady equilibrium.

only one root in the

or 0( b,ft "» V
. 0

(15) mean that the gases are in quasi-

Putting .p ~~ ~ means that there is

denominator of equation (11). When the

surfaces are not perfect insulators Po decreases and the

approximation is. even more justified.

Even if there is no real flashover in 3 m cubes with a

large window (50 per cent or over) the development of the fire

is still aided by radiation from the heated walls and the

flames, so we cannot use the above value of D a priori.

'rLfCM
It is best to regard the term D as a disposable

constant. It may well be that in this way its value includes

some allowance for the effects of flame radiation which is

otherwise disregarded here. Such a procedure would in effect

reduce the theory to a calculation of the effect of thermal

insulation on the flashover time relative to that for a perfect

insulator and does not give an absolute estimate of flashover.

From equations (13) and (14) we obtain t f e equal to about

~ min. The shortest flashover times observed have been in
2fully lined fibreboard compartments and are 5-6 nrins ,

- 8-
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,2.2. The effect of finite conduction transfer

General

We have so far discussed only perfect insulation. The effects

of finite conduction loss must be considered. There are two.

r-

.'.'.

The first affects the relation between 'If'" f and e 'and the second

affects the heat balance, i.eo the relation between R and eo

Let a. be the area of internal surface having conductivity
J.

K. density t. and specific heat c. (diffusivity k. = K./ /. c.)
1. 1. J.., 1. I 1.1.

As above th'e suffix 'ft denotes fuel. "

The temperature at a depth x inside the material, which is

treated as semi-infinite, is readily obtained from conventional

conduction theory and its value after a Laplace Transformation is

- ~F/-fu
IN

~~ A~- e,
(16)

where A. is independent of x 0

J.

The boundary conditions where there are n different materials

are each written as
.-1-\

- k'-(~D,.~Hc:Ce-~)+~ ..H-.i>c C~j - \f,) (17)
.. :J;I

where \~ is a transfer coefficient from the gases (and flame)

to the i'th surface and Hi)< is an effective radiation transfer

coefficient between solid surfaces which include the effects of

area and orientation.-

The heat balance, neglecting

written as

where 0.. <is the area of the i'th mate'rLaL

- 9 -
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It follows from equations (16) and (17) that

He:. 6 -T Z K-JL.~

kt t~ ;- Kc. -t ~ tt..1'L

where for convenience we omit the suffices to ~

We shall normalise all q~s to Vf

writing ~ ~ -= ct J~f/fel
omitting the suffic f to q.

Equations (18) and (19) form a set of simultaneous linear equations

det ermining ~i and e.
One material only

·Por a .,single material - i.e. a fully lined compartment, we

obtain from the

-R--

above equations

~O+ V~,-+ ~ I-t'Z3'F)
20)

where h =c

I.,.

From equation (20) and

has g, we obtain po

are grouped so that it

(21) which have the same denominator, as also
- 111

by putting the denominator zero. The terms

can be seen that there is only one positive

111 The fact that the denominator is a polynominal in q i.e.
not affect this procedure.

- 10-
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o

There canare a fUnction decreasing from

When p is positive the first three terms are a

p (or q) increasing from 0 to 00. The last terms
__---.;;D~_ to-CO.

I' c VS'1
be.i.onl.y one p giving equality.

o

root t-. .
\-~ \J

function of

~he value of p may be derived as followso

.h
10 =

. ~ . .,. -- • . . . - ..- . - . '0·· _ " • • • • ., •. I-

. C4- ~E'~D/p c .J¥.tl- f ~n;,
, "'" f' c .r;/... V rc f

i.e.
(22)

We have for fibreboard

~ = 1~2 x 10-7 m
2/s

K
f

=4 x 10-2 Wm-1 °C- 1

.'

and for a 3 m cube with a 4 m
2

opening

2
,aj- = 50 m

H."" may be taken as
J.-

ItL Qf
so that = 0.075r C t;(

This is small and shows that whilst conductivity may be important in

delaying the temperature rise of the fuel surface it is not a very

- 11 -



significant part of the heat balance. From the above we calculat e'

240 s :: 4 min

which is in good agreement with experiments on the development of

fire in compartments fully lined with untreated fibreboard. However

as shown below, the same approach to a different compartment is less

satisfactory.

2.2.3. Two conducting materials

Yost .compartments . of practical importance contain fuel and some

other material lining the walls and ceiling. Here we shall consider

a brick compartment half lined with fibreboard.. The two equations

for this situation are obtained from equation (17) as

where H,t.- denot es HJ l fQt' the brick to fuel radiation

(\G,-J~~'V;-\-1,,+ f{f)'\f~"" ~e --t \+-+ 'tt (21,-)

Where H-f denotes Hj ~ for the fuel to briok radiation

From equation (1~) we obtain.

+-

Pc- «G-::::~ -t 'b~.: Qt~ a.'t - ({f,.. K't-rf/~~q"f~
I ~'2.. AM. r V. (25)

The equation to be solved for qo;J'ro /1k.+ is

[f~ fU. Kt-Fffl,:/r + ~-t- Q~) I(lr \(d\] q~ .' c.,

+[~~ fI(t ( f\c 1-Hf) of- kkJIo/h(He-1-ttlr)1+ ~Lt-lh+tff) X l c~, -..

. x(ftf- Qt -t- \--(1.-Cl~~)J
(26)

There is only one posit i ve root for 9 0

"- 12 -



In addition to the numerical values given previously we take

o -1
'C

-7 2
3~8 x 10 m/s

For the radiation exchange we consider both halves of the enclosure

t a be approximat ely irradiat ed from a hemisphere at uniform t em

perature and take

H.q. = -2 0-1
8 Yffll C.

Hence we obtain as 140 and this gives

107 .
-=;: 7 min

I!
This calculated result is much less than the 20 mins or so for

actual flashover in such a cpmpartment. Adjusting the .value of D

to give. t:re. as 18 min makes t re for a fibreboard compartment over

13 min, which is too long.

Alt ering HJr and Hf make little difference, the rriainterm

affecting the value to tf,'D , other than D.. is H' and this
~ ,fC. .t>t.~ c

suggests how the model is dElficient. Cold. air: enters the enclosure'

and flows over the floor. Indeed there is little rise in

temperature of the gases below the neutral pressure axi~,so. that
'.. . '.

convection heating of the fuel may be small though the fuel can

0001 to the cold air.

2.3· The effect of stratification

As an extreme case we put ,i:J, zero in equation (17) when applied

to the fuel 1. e. in equation (23) but not in equation (24), to obtain"

a new charaoteristio equation (27).. We are in effeot assuming that

all the combustible surfaoes are below the neutral pressure,axis where

the gases are at the ambient temperature and all the non-oombustible

surfaces above it. Such a simplification is quite realistio for

- 13 -



many practical probl·~m.s. We th~P. w~?-te ". ' ..

~1!Krt + HCf-H~(K/'-lfi-t/Hi+ J-lf) - HA,Hf7
= (:;0 Cifft; 1) !fir - ~f ~ + IIcTf{q.j tltk/rJI

(27)

for which tt-= 72

= =. 27'min

For a compartment fullY lined witli fibreboard we obtain

tf~ =' 11.5 min

Firstly we observe that neglecting convection heating in the lower

part of the compar-t merrt s epar-ates ·the values for tfe.. for the two.:

compartment 5 rather mor-e than bef'or-e, The terms in a
f

and; ~

are negligible so the large va'luea of t:re. are not due to any

error in the formulation .er t he yontribution of the heat .Loae into

the surfaces to theoV'erall heat ball:hice;' and the aour'c e of the.

discrepancy is presu~bly in t~e vaiJes c~~sen, particular1y ·for

D ,m and t(. It· should be noted: that· stratification alt era
'. .. ~ , . \ ~'..

the way. in which 0(':1s 6alculatedtl;lough it is stiii·to be obtained
• , \ L ," • •

frOm the rat e of air flow through th~ compartment ••
. l-'

.. ~.:

2•.4. Neglecting heat loss to walls and·transient gas heating term
(two mat erials)

If we omit the heat loss to :thE:l wa,l:Ls et c,. , equation (27)

reduces to a simpler equation for Q.9 vizo .. 1)\-k.K..{,-

[(k:tV ikM-l1r)[kb-J\'V ~c·Htf-)- ~H~= fe \\1 J:~i~)

This gives results whi,ch are practic~lly the same as those obtained

from equation (27)

Ue- \-t1
Dt~ H~~

r-r-r-
.:.:.. 14 too;

(29)



Where }~ and L;" are the density and. specific heat of the non-.

combustible and f f and jf:r are those of the fuel..

If DHcH~Ip c~ 0<... :t~ rega~.~~~ a~ a disp~s~b~e constant and we

put t:re. as 6 min for a compartment fully lined. with fibreboard

we obtain

Dti c Hot,-
=PC Vv... r1..

instead of the assumed value of 0~53

For the brick compartment the larger va.Iue of DHCH.&.-!fc./\.olA.1ol now

gives qo =89 i. e. tf~ = 18 nri.n;: , which is clos~ to the typical

value of 20 min.

The values of the terms in equation (28) for this situation

are interesting.. Firstly ~ K:j ~o : is about! of (He + Ho) while

K~ Jkf/k.~ qo ..' is nearly 3 times (Hc + Hb).

Thus conduction into the fibreboard is small compared with the

surface heat loss from the fibreboard. The driving force for

heating the fuel is H k- "VA--- which is essentially the radiation

from the brick and from equation (24) it is seen that the conduction

into the brick is more importarrt in determining 'V-,- than the heat;

loss from its surface although the re-radiation from the brick Ls ;

of courae , the only way the fuel is itself heat ed, Equation (29)

is a quartic in ~ and ,various analytic approximations are

possible depending on the numerical values of some of the quantities

in the equat i.cn,

However, in view of' the approximations made in deriving

equation (29) further progress would probably be more profitably

made using a computer and the original equations~

2.5 The effect of varying Kf c on t r

It is interesting to use equation (28) to calculate tf~ for

different 'Slues of KJr p~c~. 'We employ the same numerical values

as before for the fuel properties and for the values of R , H , and, -0 c
Hf and the va~ue of DI{bHb(fcm IX... is taken as 1 ~2. A value for tr.e...

has also been calculated for a compartment wholly lined with fuels

of' different values for Kj Co

- 15 -



The results are shown in Fig. (1) which may be used to test the

the0IJ: against suitably designed experiments. tft- for a compartment

lined wholly with a material having the same Kf c as fibreboard is

shown for various values of DHcH/f cm rL in Fig. (2).

Discussion

Of the two versions of the model, the latter allowing for

stratification is the better since one disposable constant can be adjusted

to giv'e satisfactory agreement both for a fibreboard lined room and a room

half lined with brick.

In view of the assumptions and approximations made it is not

surprising that better quantitative agreement has not been obtained. What

has been shown is that so far as the role of insulation is concerned one

can disregard heat loss through the walls as a factor affecting the heat

balance, at least for walls of conductivity as high as brick. Also one

can leave out of consideration the effect of heat accumulation in the gases

contained in the enclosure and treat the flow as a quasi~steady process.

The analysis suggests that stratification in relation to fuel position and

the influence of heat exchange between the walls by radiation are both

important. Indeed the theoretical discussion here leads one to consider

the heating of the roof and the conduction into it, and the subsequent

radiation heating of the floor as a principle factor in fire growth.·

These ideas are very similar to those expressed by Waterman et a13 who

reached their conclusions as a result of an experimental approach.

If these arguments are correct one should be able to observe major

differences in "flashover" time as a result of changing the roof insulation

(on the inner surface particularly) or changing the pattern of window

opening in relation to the fuel, e.g. putting all the fuel on the roof and

cooling the floor or providing subsidiary heating to the fuel .., No

allowance has been made here for the effect of direct radiation from the

flame which is known4 to be dramatically altered by the deflection of the

flame by the roof, though here too a large part of the radiation Teaching

the floor arises from the hot ceiling which has been heated by the flame.

- 16-
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In experimental work it would appear valuable to attempt to measure the. ,
rates of rise of' temperature in the period prior to flashover. These may

be more closely related to fundamental characteristics of the fire spread

than is flashover time which clearly depends on the time origin and there

fore on the method of ignition. An attempt to measure the value of D

is clearly desirable before the theory can be regarded as a valid model.
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APPENDIX I

The comp~et~~tion for the temperature rise

Equation (11) may be written as

e d
1

=
fF-ro J ( ~+ F1)

where d denotes .JL andrcV

10 ~
.J....= 4V2 +-; -

J 2V

j

~
rA.f1 = ~+- +

4V m QV

both ,h a and ('1 being positive. rhe above equation for e is readily

rearranged as

= ...;.

so that =

6.- ~L cL
p·hJo + (f-rJ p~(rltf0t-c(jo1-r0 PI (:r,~)

d. [tl~fbC_I) - po (\ --€--\",bj

~~r, (h+p,)
Not e as -6:....,. a

upwards at zero t.

,-
.,

When t = 1/r0

e ~ dt
2/ 2, that is the shape of the e - t curve is convex

the ratio of' the first to the second term is

For the numerical values used in this report this ratio is over 30 so that

only the first term with the positive exponential is important.

If now we put ~« cJ..... Iv. which is equivalent to omitting the second

term above, equation (21) may be written as

.:. 18 -



The term in square br-acket s is a cubic in q and the equation may be writt en
as __

where

dV

to give

.For the

ft7C-

+

0<.-94- ( l+~.6-)
. f<.al-

A cA.\! kc.
J' = ;;-d... tf- (l +- H'~t; \

, ..j1 c 01... )
,_ -1

numerical values appropriat e to fibreboard 1 ~ 200 m and

'1"1+ x 106 m-:3 and it may be shown that the cubic has no real negative
--The equation for "1f can then be inverted by conventional methods

_ -let- >t.-.t
..e. . . v7c r~

/\,- t- 3
\., 0 >t -1-j}) -r 4-

d.V~
A =

.Do

r :
= _I

rrJ
t;)

and

roots.

Where

~-A

and qo is the positive root of the cubic equation =

rot. 7
The value of the -e. term when t = 1/ to is 106 x 10-

\0 :s
integral at the same time is less than '10 i~:e.

negligible by comparison. ..?Jir-f 'l.-

and the

0.1 x 10-7
;.
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